CAUTION FOR JOB SEEKERS

FRAUDULENT COMMUNICATIONS OFFERING JOB IN VSSC

It has come to the notice of the Centre that fraudulent communications are being sent from various domains offering appointments/job opportunities in ISRO and calling for walk-in interviews. It is reported that the miscreants have even taken money from the aspirant public on the pretext that they will get an appointment in ISRO. Wherever complaints are received, the Department has taken action to register a case under the relevant provisions of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) and the Information Technology Act.

It is hereby brought to the notice of public job seekers and their parents that, all the recruitments in Indian Space Research Organisation are conducted by either the ISRO Centralised Recruitment Board (ICRB) established at Indian Space Research Organisation Headquarters, Bangalore or directly by DOS/respective ISRO Centres/Units through transparent methods. All appointments in DOS/ISRO are done through formal channels only and advertisements for recruitment to various posts in DOS/ISRO Establishments will be published in the National or Local dailies as also in the Employment News/Rozgar Samachar. In cases of recruitment to certain posts, nominations are obtained from concerned Employment Exchanges. All such notification for recruitment will parallelly be hosted in the ISRO web-site in ‘job opportunities link’ at www.isro.gov.in. ISRO has not authorized any individual/firm to act on its behalf on matters of recruitment and all recruitments in DOS/ISRO are handled either by ISRO Centralised Recruitment Board or by DOS/ISRO Centres/Units.

The selection process for recruitment to various posts in DOS/ISRO involves written test/skill test, wherever applicable, personal interview of candidates with the duly constituted Departmental Selection Committee etc., to enable the candidates to know their status of application submitted to ISRO against advertisement, each and every stage of selection process is notified in the ISRO web-site. The final selection panel drawn after completion of entire selection process will also be published in the ISRO web-site and Offers of appointment to the selected candidates will be issued as per the selection panel, in the order of merit.

Therefore, job aspirants are hereby advised to take adequate precaution before responding to such communications. In case of any doubt, the candidates may contact Sr. Administrative Officer, Recruitment Section, Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC), Thiruvananthapuram (Telephone No. 0471 2565757 or email id: sao_rectt@vssc.gov.in)
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